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Electronic Order Determines Final Production

CUSTOMER SIGNATURE*

CUSTOM BY JOHNG

DATE

LOW QUALITY IMAGES - PRINT AS IS

REFERENCE
LETTER

This is a low resolution proof.  It is to be 
viewed and approved for content only, not 
for image detail or exact color accuracy.

PROOF

...are off the page to the right and viewable only 
in Adobe Illustrator. Drop PDF on Ai icon.

ART SETUP INSTRUCTIONS...

DEALER & CUSTOMER USE ONLY

COLOR

NOTES TO PRODUCTION

PRODUCT IMAGE

Job Name
Dealer #

Date

Artist
Sales Rep

COLOR - PRINT AS IS

GENERAL ART INSTRUCTIONS:
• Do not embed images - supply linked images
• Use PhotoShop EPS links with JPEG Max Encoding
• Resolution should be 75 to 100 ppi at full size
• Convert all fonts to outlined artwork
• Best Black=RGB 0-0-0 or CMYK 100-100-100-100

NOTES TO PRODUCTION:
Please add any special notes for this job at the red 
x that production should be aware of.  Also, if you 
have images of known low quality, but it is the best 
you have, please fill in the red “Low Quality 
Images - Print As Is” button by flipping the red 
stroke to a red fill, by selecting it and pressing 
SHIFT + X.  This will prevent job delays due to calls 
to ask about quality concerns. 

COLOR:
If this job has no specific colors, please fill in 
“Color - Print As Is” button with red, by flipping 
the red stroke to a red fill, by selecting it and 
pressing SHIFT + X. Otherwise, type your Pantone 
colors at the red x’s, and fill that color in the 
square to the left.  If no colors are listed, then we 
cannot guarantee color, and will consider the job 
“Print As Is” even if the red button is not filled in.

DEALER & CUSTOMER BOX:
This gray box is for internal dealer or customer 
use.  The two text boxes could be used for internal 
communications about dealer job number, 
quantities, or output process etc.  Corporate art 
production is blind to this box, and we don’t 
consider this information. The SAP electronic order 
determines what is produced and shipped.

SHORT SIDE ART SIZE - NO BLEED NEEDED - W X H

186.08cm x 127.86cm
SHORT SIDE TEXT SAFE ZONE SIZE
162.99cm x 105cm
LONG SIDE ART SIZE - NO BLEED NEEDED - W X H

194.77cm x 127.86cm
LONG SIDE TEXT SAFE ZONE SIZE
171.81cm x 104.55cm

WINDSCAPE® 1.8Mx1.3M CURVED TABLE TOP - DOUBLE SIDED
#35139 Frame Only

In SAP Order Entry, “Side 1” refers to the short side, and “Side 2” refers to the long side.

LAYOUT INSTRUCTIONS:
ART: The red line indicates your final art size.  
This line is at the centerline outside edge of the 
tube.  Extend your background art to this red 
line.  No additional bleed is needed.
OUTER TUBE EDGE & FABRIC CUT: The 
black line indicates the most outer edge of the 
tube and where the fabric will be trimmed.
FRONT TUBE EDGE: The blue line roughly 
indicates the front edge of the tube.
SAFE ZONE: The green line indicates the 
area to keep critical elements such as text, 
logos and critical photo elements inside of.
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